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INTRODUCTION

Toys play an important part in the lives of children. They are vehicles for the imagination of children, as well as tools with which to instruct them about the world in which they live. Unfortunately, too many of the toys that are available to children today do not encourage them to discover or invent things for themselves. Historically, this has not always been the case. Many of the toys that were popular during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries required the imagination and inventiveness of the child. The Historian’s Toy-box: Children’s Toys from the Past You Can Make Yourself is about these toys and how to make them.

Children have always made toys for themselves. In doing so, they have been provided the opportunity to penetrate and understand the physical environment in which they live. As the Swiss psychologist Jean Piaget has explained, “The essential functions of intelligence consist in understanding and inventing, in other words in building up structures by structuring reality.”

Often the most exciting toys for the child are those that are based upon a scientific principle. A spinning top demonstrates the idea of centrifugal force, and a picture flip-book demonstrates the phenomenon of the persistence of vision, which makes possible motion-picture films. A number of the toys included in The Historian’s Toy box will probably be familiar to the reader; others will be totally new. None of them is original to this era; instead they represent toys that were popular in Europe and America during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.

The toys included in The Historian’s Toy box are intended for a wide age range. Ideally, almost all children will find toys included in the book that are both interesting to them and relatively easy to make. The simplest toys can easily be made by a six- or seven-year-old child. Many will be of interest to children who are much older. Some of the scientific toys, for example, may be of interest to adolescents and adults. Significantly, all of the toys included in the book provide the opportunity for teachers and parents to work together with children in the process of creation and invention.

All of the toys included in The Historian’s Toy box can be made with simple materials found in most homes and schools. Cardboard, scissors, tape, soda straws, string, scrap wood, paper, and simple tools are all that are needed to make most of the toys. The book can be used in a number of ways, depending upon the interests of the reader. Children can simply read about the toys and their history or make them for themselves. They can choose to make only those toys that are of particular interest to them, or they can progress systematically through all of the examples included in the book. Likewise, the book may be used by teachers as a supplement to scientific or historical curricula.

Ideally, The Historian’s Toy box will involve children in the process of creation and discovery. Not only will they be able to learn about the toys that children played with in the past, where they came from, and how they worked, but they will also be encouraged to elaborate on the principles demonstrated by the toys and possibly to create new toys that are distinctly their own.

Whether you are an adult or a child, turn the pages of this book until you find a toy that interests you. Imagine for a moment that you are a child in the past discovering the toy for the first time and embarking upon an adventure of imagination and creativity. It shouldn’t take long for you to realize the rich heritage of the past and its excitement for the present.
TOOLS AND SUPPLIES.

The following is a list of suggested tools and supplies that are needed to make the toys included in *The Historian's Toy box*. Each toy description in the book includes a list of things needed to make that toy. Most of the tools and supplies are followed by numbers in parentheses that refer to the numbers preceding the tools and supplies described below. Illustrations and explanations are included to make your job easier in getting together all of the things that you will need to make the toys in this book.

1. **SCISSORS**.

2. **HAMMER**.

3. **PLIERS**. Needle-nosed pliers should be used for bending light-weight wire; wire-cutting pliers are best for cutting all wire and bending heavier wire.

4. **RULER**.

5. **TRIANGULAR FILE**.


7. **DRILL**. Either a hand drill or an electric drill can be used for making the toys in this book.
8. TAPE. Scotch tape is best for holding together light-weight cardboard and paper, and masking tape is best for holding heavy cardboard together.

9. NEEDLES AND PINS.

10. NAILS.

11. SANDPAPER. Medium-grade and fine sandpaper are best for the toys included in this book. Both are available at hardware stores or lumber-supply stores.

12. SODA STRAWS. Flexible soda straws are used for some of the toys, whereas straight soda straws should be used for the others.

13. PENCILS. Pencils are used not only to draw and copy patterns, but also as tools to punch out holes and parts for some of the toys.

14. FELT-TIP PENS. Felt-tip pens are good for coloring cardboard and paper. Broad-tipped magic markers are good for coloring in large areas.

15. COLORED BALL-POINT PENS. Colored ball-point pens are good for drawing on clear plastic.

16. GLUE. Although many different types of glue can be used for the toys in this book, the most versatile for wood and paper is the white glue that comes in squeeze bottles.
17. FLASHLIGHT.

18. HEAVY WASHERS.

19. THREAD SPOOL.

20. CRAYONS.

21. THUMBTACKS.

22. TACKS.

23. PAPER FASTENERS.

24. PAPER. Plain white paper is best to use for most of the toys in this book. Different sizes can be cut from standard 81/2- by n-inch sheets.

25. SOME THREE- BY FIVE-INCH AND FIVE- BY SEVEN-INCH INDEX CARDS. If you do not have index cards around the house, three- by five-inch and five- by seven-inch cards can be cut from lightweight cardboard.

26. A THREE- BY FIVE-INCH NOTEPAD. Inexpensive three- by five-inch plain white notepads are available at stationery and five-and-dime stores.

27. COLORED CONSTRUCTION PAPER. If you don’t have colored construction paper, you can fake it by coloring white paper with crayons or felt-tip pens.

28. CARDBOARD. You can get pieces of lightweight card-board by cutting up old file folders or the backs of paper tablets. Medium-weight cardboard can be cut from gift boxes. Heavy cardboard can be cut from cardboard packing boxes.
29. MIRRORS. Rectangular and square mirrors are most useful for the toys in this book. If you can’t find old mirrors around the house, inexpensive ones are available at five-and-dime and hardware stores. Some hardware stores will cut mirrors to size for you.

30. CARDBOARD TUBES. Cardboard tubes can be found on the inside of rolls of paper towels, aluminum foil, wrapping paper, and waxed paper.

31. FLAT CLOTH TAPE. Half-inch-wide hem tape, seam tape, or cotton twill will work best as flat tape. All of these are available at most fabric and five-and-dime stores.

32. WIRE. Straight wire is best for most of the toys included in this book. Medium-weight lengths of straight wire can be cut from coat hangers. Lightweight straight wire can be purchased from hardware stores and hobby shops.

33. CORKS AND CORK BALLS. Corks and cork balls are available at most hardware and five-and-dime stores.

34. STRING. Heavy- and lightweight string can be purchased at hardware and five-and-dime stores.

35. THREAD. Heavy- and lightweight thread can be purchased at fabric, hardware, and five-and-dime stores.

36. SOFT WHITE PINE, PLYWOOD, AND DOWELS. If you don’t have any scrap wood around the house, soft white pine, plywood, and dowels can be purchased at lumber-supply stores.

37. CLEAR PLASTIC. Inexpensive clear plastic term-paper covers can be purchased at most stationery stores and are a good source for the clear plastic needed for toys in this book. Often this type of plastic can also be bought at art-supply stores.

**A Note on Copying the Patterns Included in this Book:** Many of the patterns included in this book can easily be traced over with a sheet of lightweight paper or tracing paper. If you have access to a photocopying machine, using it to copy the patterns will also work very well. In some instances the paper used for either of these methods of copying will be too light to make a particular toy. When this is the case, the tracing or photocopy should be glued onto a heavier sheet of paper or cardboard. The patterns can also be drawn free-hand directly onto the cardboard.
THE THAUMATROPE, or “Wonder Turner,” was invented in 1826 by the English physician J. A. Paris. It consists of a piece of cardboard with a picture drawn on each side and two pieces of string attached to the cardboard with which to spin it. When the Thaumatrope is rapidly spun, the pictures on either side of it merge into one.

The Thaumatrope is commonly credited with being the first cinematographic device. It provides the illusion of a single picture from two pictures because of the phenomenon of persistent vision. When an image is projected on the retina of the human eye, it remains unchanged for a period of one-tenth to one-twentieth of a second. It is this phenomenon of persistent vision that makes possible motion pictures, which are in fact single pictures showing successive motion that are run by the eye very quickly.

MAKING YOUR OWN THAUMATROPE.

In order to make your own Thaumatrope, you will need: a piece of cardboard measuring three by three inches (28), a pencil (13) or felt-tip pen (14), scissors (i), and two pieces of string each six inches long (34).

Cut a circle three inches in diameter out of the cardboard.

Punch two holes 180° apart from each other near the edges of the cardboard circle.

Attach a three-inch piece of string through each hole.
Draw separate pictures on each side of the Thaumatrope. It is important to remember to have the drawings opposite each other so that when the device is spun the two pictures merge together properly.

Your Thaumatrope is now complete. Hold the strings between your fingers and turn them, causing the cardboard disk to spin rapidly, merging the two pictures into one. Additional patterns for Thaumatropes are included on the following pages.
KITE FERRIES, or Kite-Yachts, were popular toys at the end of the nineteenth century. No one knows when the first Kite-Ferry was made, but they have probably existed in one form or another almost as long as men have flown kites.

Besides being exciting toys, Kite-Ferries have been an important tool for scientists. Used to carry scientific devices, such as thermometers, barometers, and cameras, into the sky, special Kite-Ferries have been designed that will fly to the top of a kite line and return to the ground, as well as drop a parachute or glider from high in the air.
MAKING YOUR OWN KITE-FERRY.

You can make a simple Kite-Ferry that will carry a payload as well as return to the ground automatically. In order to do so, you will need the following materials: two plastic soda straws (12), two pieces of very thin straight wire at least 16 inches in length (32), paper (24), scissors (1), tape (8), and needle-nosed pliers (3).

Cut each soda straw so that it is five inches in length. Keep the left-over pieces.

One inch from the end of one of the straws, cut a hole one inch in length like the one above.

Tape the two straws together like this (above).

Cut two pieces one inch in length from the leftover pieces of the soda straws and attach them to the taped-together straws as shown above.

Bend one inch of a ten-inch piece of wire as illustrated above.

Insert the wire in the five-inch length of soda straw that is in the middle. Bend the wire and insert the lower five-inch length so that it looks like the above illustration.

Using another piece of the wire, punch a hole in the bottom five-inch length of straw extending exactly one-inch from the end opposite the cut-out hole.

Insert another piece of wire, 16 inches in length, into the hole in the straw. Now bend the wire at a right angle to the plane of the hole so that there is a seven-inch length of wire on either side of the hole.
Wrap a piece of tape on both sides of the wire inserted through the straw so that it looks like the above diagram. Now spread the wires so that they can serve as the frame for a sail.

Cut a piece of paper to fit over the wire and tape it on. Punch a small hole one inch from the bottom of the paper. Put a knotted string through the hole of the sail. Attach a wire ring or loop to the loose end of the string and insert the loop through the wire-release mechanism as illustrated above.

Your Kite-Ferry is now complete and can be attached to the end of a kite string. In order to have the release mechanism work, it is important to have a “stop” placed on the kite string, as illustrated above. A large button looped through the kite string will serve this purpose very well.

When the wire-release mechanism touches the “stop,” the line holding the sail taut will be released. Once the line is released, the sail will move down the string.

Payloads can be added to the release mechanism, such as gliders, as illustrated above, or parachutes.
THE PHANTASCOPE, or “Magic Disc,” was invented in 1832 by a blind Belgian physicist, J. A. F. Plateau. Its discovery was simultaneous with the invention of the Stroboscope by the Austrian geologist S. von Stampfer. The two inventions are, in fact, the same device. The Phantascope is commonly recognized by historians as being the first “moving picture” machine.

The design of the Phantascope is extremely simple, it being nothing more than a cardboard circle with a series of slits equally spaced from one another around its center. A handle placed at the center of the circle acts as a pivot point around which the Phantascope can be rotated.

On the side opposite the handle, a set of sequential pictures is placed between the slits. When the device is placed in front of a mirror and viewed through the rotating slits, the pictures give the viewer the impression that they are moving.

MAKING YOUR OWN PHANTASCOPE.

In order to make your own Phantascope, you will need: scissors (1), a pencil (13), a thumbtack (21), a piece of lightweight cardboard large enough to make a circle six inches in diameter (28), a piece of white paper (24), glue (16), and an X-Acto knife (6).

Trace the pattern shown below onto the piece of paper and cut it out.
Glue the pattern onto the piece of cardboard. When the glue has dried, cut out the pattern for the Phantascope.

Now cut out the viewing slits in the center of the toy with an X-Acto knife.

Attach the pencil handle to the Phantascope by pushing a thumb-tack through the center into the eraser of the pencil. Make sure that the pencil is on the side that is blank. Now your Phantascope is complete!
Stand in front of a mirror, holding the Phantascope so that the sequential pictures face the mirror. Twirl the edge of the Phantascope with your finger. Don’t twirl too fast. Watch through the viewing slits as the images become a moving picture.
THE TUMBLING ACROBAT is one of many toys that employ the force of gravity in order to move. However, it is by far the most fun and the most simple.

The Tumbling Acrobat was a popular toy in China, and during the nineteenth century it was introduced into Austria and Germany, where it became a popular folk toy. The idea behind the Tumbling Acrobat is extremely simple. A ball bearing or drop of mercury was put into a cardboard or papier-mâché tube with rounded ends. When the tube was placed on a slightly inclined surface, the ball bearing or mercury would roll to its bottom. When it reached the bottom of the tube, the momentum would carry the lighter end of the tube forward. The ball bearing or mercury would then roll forward again. The toy would continue to turn over and over again until it reached the bottom of the incline.

MAKING YOUR OWN TUMBLING ACROBAT

You can make your own Tumbling Acrobat by using the following materials: two marbles, a five- by seven-inch index card (25), tape (8), a felt-tip pen (14), and scissors (1).

Copy the pattern shown below onto the index card, and cut the pattern out of the index card.

Press the cut-out pattern against a hard, flat surface, such as a table top, with the pencil or pen. Pull the pattern forward. Continue to do this until the pattern is very flexible.

Fold the flaps on the pattern along the dotted lines.

Now tape the ends of the pattern together on the inside so that a loop is formed by the index card.

Tumbling-Acrobat Pattern.
Tape one of the flaps to the inside of the loop.

Place the marbles inside the loop and tape the other flap closed.

Your Tumbling Acrobat is complete. All you will need now is an inclined surface on which to test him out!

A tilted book will generally work as an inclined surface. If your acrobat slides down the inclined surface, it probably means that the surface is too smooth. You may need to use something that is rougher, such as a piece of cloth taped to the book cover. A piece of felt glued to a piece of cardboard will work best.

MARBLE MAZE
Marble mazes are based on labyrinths, which have been popular since ancient times. In Greek mythology, a labyrinth played an important part in the legend of Theseus, who had to escape from a giant labyrinth after slaying a monster called the Minotaur. Illustrations of labyrinths can also be found on the backs of some ancient Greek coins.

During the Middle Ages, labyrinth designs were occasionally included as decorations on the floors and walls of churches and cathedrals. Garden labyrinths or mazes were also created during the Middle Ages and the Renaissance by growing hedges and shrubs in intricate patterns. These labyrinths could be solved by walking through them, trying to find the exit once one had entered them.

Mazes were adapted as toys for children in a number of different ways during the nineteenth century. Probably the most common mazes were those that were solved by tracing a path through them with a pencil. These puzzles were regularly found in children's magazines and books. Numerous games were also based on mazes. The Medieval game of Nine Men's Morris, for example, used a type of maze for its board, and the modern children's game of Hopscotch is probably patterned after earlier maze-type games.

An interesting application of the principle of the maze to a toy was the Marble Maze, or “Nerve Tester,” which was introduced in America during the late 1880s. The idea of the Marble Maze was to guide a marble through a hand-held wooden maze. Holes were set throughout the maze for the marble to fall through. Scores were determined by how far children were able to guide their marble through the maze without having it fall off the edge or through a hole.

Making Your Own Marble Maze

In order to make your own Marble Maze, you will need: a marble, a piece of medium-weight cardboard 8½ by 11 inches (28), colored felt-tip pens (14), scissors (1), and an X-Acto knife (6).

Copy the pattern on the following page onto the piece of cardboard.

Cut out the pattern with the scissors. It will be easier to cut out the shaded areas of the pattern with the X-Acto knife. You can decorate your Marble Maze with the colored pens.

Now place the marble in the starred circle and see if you can make your way to the final hole with the highest number. If you wish, design your own mazes and make them as complicated as you want.
THE KALEIDOSCOPE is perhaps the most well known of all optical toys. Known to the ancient Greeks, the Kaleidoscope was rediscovered and patented in 1817 by the Scottish scientist Sir David Brewster. The name “Kaleidoscope” is a combination of three Greek words that mean “an instrument with which we can see things of beautiful form.” After the publication in 1819 of Brewster’s *Treatise on the Kaleidoscope*, it was only a short while before the Kaleidoscope became an extremely popular toy.

In its simplest form, the Kaleidoscope is actually a Taleidoscope or mirrored Kaleidoscope. In a Taleidoscope, three mirrors are taped together. The mirrors form a hollow triangle and are placed in a long tube. One end of the tube is open and the other end is covered with a hole in its center. By looking through the hole at the end of the tube and rotating it, you could see beautiful changing patterns of whatever object you pointed at with the Taleidoscope.

In a Kaleidoscope, loose fragments of colored glass or paper were placed over the end of the tube and held in place with a paper cover. By looking through the hole and rotating the tube, you could see an infinite number of colorful changing symmetrical patterns.

MAKING YOUR OWN TALEIDOSCOPE AND KALEIDOSCOPE

In order to make your own Taleidoscope and Kaleidoscope, you will need: a potato-chip or tennis-ball can, masking tape (8), scissors (1), a nail (10), a hammer (2), a small clear plastic bag (37), a piece of white paper (24), facial tissues, and colored construction paper (27). You will also need three mirrors, each two inches wide and eight inches long (29).

Place the three mirrors on two pieces of masking tape as shown above. Be sure to leave about three-sixteenths of an inch between the edges of the mirrors so that when you bend them together, their edges will meet. The reflecting surfaces of all the mirrors should be facing in.
Fold two mirrors up to form a triangle as shown above. Tape the top edges together.

With the hammer and nail, punch a hole in the middle of the metal bottom of the can. If the hole is not quite large enough to see through, move the nail around with your hand to make it larger.

Lift off the plastic lid of the can and place the mirrors inside. Fill in the spaces between the outside of the mirrors and the inside of the can with bunched-up tissue to keep the mirrors from shifting around.

Your Taleidoscope is now complete. Look through the hole at a friend or at different things in the room and you will see many different patterns. If you want, you can experiment further by placing a magnifying glass over the front of the Taleidoscope and seeing even more interesting patterns.

In order to make your Kaleidoscope, you will need to cut many little pieces of the colored construction paper and put them into the small clear plastic bag. Seal the bag with the tape. Place the bag over the open end of the Kaleidoscope, as shown below. Make sure that all of the colored pieces of paper are bunched together over the opening.
Now cut out a piece of white paper, a little larger than the bag, and place it over the bag. Bend the edges of the paper down tightly around the can.

Put a strip of masking tape around the can to fasten the paper and bag tightly across the top of the can. You have changed your Taleidoscope into a Kaleidoscope.

When you rotate the Kaleidoscope and look through the hole, you can see an infinite number of changing colorful symmetrical patterns.

BOOMERANG

The Boomerang is one of the most ancient of all inventions. In its simplest form as a “throwing stick,” the Boomerang has been used by the Egyptians and various American Indian tribes, as well as by different people in India and Polynesia.

The type of Boomerang that is most well known is the returning boomerang invented by the Australian Aborigines. When thrown correctly, this Boomerang will fly through the air in an arc and return to its thrower. Thousands of years old, the returning boomerang was introduced into Europe during the second half of the eighteenth century by the English explorer James Cook.
Although the Boomerang was originally of interest to scientists who were concerned with understanding the aerodynamic principles that caused it to return in its flight, it also became a popular toy for children during the Victorian era.

**HOW TO MAKE YOUR OWN BOOMERANG**

In order to make your own Boomerang, you will need: scissors (i), a pencil (13), and a piece of lightweight or heavy cardboard (28).

Your Boomerang can be as small as 2.5 inches across or as large as 12 inches. A small Boomerang can be launched off a book inside the house, but a large Boomerang (from six to 12 inches) must be thrown outdoors.

Using the pattern below, trace the shape of the Boomerang onto the cardboard, making sure that it is a true right-angled shape. Cut it out, being sure to round off the ends of the arms.

In order to launch a small Boomerang, balance it on the edge of a book with one of its arms overlapping the edge as shown above. Hit the arm that is extending over the edge of the book sharply with your index finger or a pencil. The Boomerang will fly up and away in an arc and will return to you!

If you have made a larger Boomerang, which must be used outdoors, you should hold it between your thumb and forefinger in order to launch it. Throw the Boomerang slightly at an angle into the air and watch it return to you.
PEA-SHOOTER

Pea-Shooters, often made by children during the nineteenth century, were also sold as inexpensive toys during that time. Basically, the Pea-Shooter is nothing more than a blowpipe or tube through which a projectile, such as a bean or pea, is propelled by a puff of air blown from the mouth. More complex blowguns, based upon the same principle, have been used as weapons by natives in South America, Africa, and Asia.

Most Pea-Shooters were made of a hollowed-out piece of wood or a copper tube. Dried peas, beans, or wads of paper provided the ammunition.

Making Your Own Pea-Shooter

In order to make your own Pea-Shooter, you will need: a piece of 8.5 by 11-inch paper (24), tape (8), and dried peas, beans, or small wads of paper. Roll the piece of paper lengthwise into a tube approximately one-half-inch in diameter.

Now tape the tube together at its middle and ends.

In order to shoot the Pea-Shooter, put a pea or wad of paper into one end and put your lips to the tube at the same end.

Blow on the tube as hard as you can. Choose a safe target, such as a tree or the side of a wall, to practice your Pea-Shooter on.

Never point or shoot a Pea-Shooter at a person, an animal, or something that might break.
THREE-WAY PICTURE

THE THREE-WAY PICTURE, or corrugated picture, was a special type of picture, used as a wall decoration that was popular during the nineteenth century. Instructions on how to make Three-Way Pictures were included in numerous toy and game books from the period. The principle behind the Three-Way Picture was that it would become a different picture when viewed from the right, the center, and the left.

MAKING YOUR OWN THREE-WAY PICTURE

In order to make your own Three-Way Picture, you will need: three magazine pictures that are cut to exactly the same size, a sheet of white paper (24) that is equal to the width of the pictures and as long as the three when placed end to end (if you are using very large pictures, you may want to tape sheets of paper together), scissors (1), glue (16), a ruler (4), and a pencil (13).

Measure the length and width of all three pictures. Cut out a strip of paper as wide as the pictures and as long as all three pictures, end to end, as shown below.
Divide the piece of paper into half-inch strips, marking off each with the pencil and ruler.

Fold the strip of paper along these lines so that it looks like the pattern above.

Cut a half-inch strip off one of the pictures. Glue it to one end of the piece of paper. Cut another strip off the picture and glue it onto the paper, leaving two blank strips between.

Continue cutting half-inch strips of the picture and gluing them onto the paper until you have finished one picture. Cut the other pictures into half-inch strips and glue them onto the paper in order where the sections marked 2 and 3 are shown in the illustration.

After you have glued on all the strips, you will have a confused picture that is as long as the three original pictures together and of the same width. Fold the paper up like an accordion or fan, with every third strip remaining flat while the others are pushed together.

As you view the Three-Way Picture from one side, you will see one picture, but when you step in front of it and then move to the other side, you will see the other two pictures!
CHROMATROPE TOYS

CHROMATROPE TOYS comprise many different toys, including the Eidotrope, the Toy-Chromatrope, the Kaleidoscopic Color Top, and the Philosophical Whiz-gig. All of these toys demonstrate the scientific phenomenon known as Persistence of Vision, the same principle that creates the illusion of a single picture when you spin the Thaumatrope.

One of the simplest Chromatrope Toys was made by threading a string through two holes in a colored disk. By pulling and relaxing the string, optical effects were produced. Similar optical effects can also be made with a rapidly spinning top of different colors or patterns. The movement of the spinning top causes the eye to combine the separate colors and patterns inscribed on it.

MAKING YOUR OWN CHROMATROPE TOYS

In order to make your own Chromatrope Toys, you will need: cardboard (28), scissors (1), a pencil (13), crayons (20) or felt-tip pens (14), and thin string (34).

Draw two circles on the piece of cardboard, each about three inches across. You can use the bottom of a glass or a jar to draw the circles, or you can trace the patterns included with the description of this toy. Once you have the patterns on the cardboard, cut them out.

On the two circles you have just cut out, draw one of the designs from the patterns that are shown on the next page.

On the back of one of the circles, draw the third pattern and color all the designs.
Chromatrope Patterns.

Punch a very small hole in the center of the cardboard circle that only has one design. You can use the tip of your scissors if they are sharp or a sharp pencil to make the hole.

Find a small pencil, 2.5 to 3.5- inches in length. Or, sharpen a pencil until it is this length.

Punch the pencil through the hole in the circle so that about one-half-inch of the pencil goes through the hole. The design should be on top and the pencil point on the bottom.
Now you have a simple top that you can spin with one hand and have the patterns change before your eyes.

To make another Chromatrope Toy, punch two holes, three-quarter-inches apart from the center of the circle of cardboard that has a design on both sides. These holes are marked on the pattern included with the directions for this toy.

Thread a piece of strong but light string about 40 inches long through the two holes as shown above. Tie the ends together in a knot.

Wind up the toy by swinging it over and over in the middle of the loops with your hands, holding the ends of the string with your fingers. Make sure that both sides of the string are balanced with each other and that the Chromatrope Toy remains perpendicular to the floor or it will not work properly. When you pull your hands apart, the circle will spin back and rewind itself. As it does this, you will catch glimpses of the Chromatrope Toy changing colors and patterns.

You can make as many circle discs and designs for your Chromatrope Toys as you like. Try different colors and designs and see how each of them works.
THE JUMPING JACK is an animated puppet toy whose arms and legs move up and down when a string connected to them is pulled from below. Toys based on similar principles were used in ancient Egypt. During the eighteenth century, Jumping Jacks were made in France and were known as “Pantins.” Often, famous artists designed these toys, and members of the French court competed with one another to see who could put together the largest collection. Made from cardboard, “Pantins” were imported into America and were popular toys among both children and adults.

HOW TO MAKE YOUR OWN JUMPING JACK

In order to make your own Jumping Jack, you will need: a piece of heavy cardboard 8.5 by 11 inches (28), six brass paper fasteners (23), a piece of strong but thin string (34), scissors (1), colored felt-tip pens (14), and a pencil (13).

Copy the patterns (on the following page) for the different parts of the Jumping Jack onto the cardboard and cut them out.

Using a sharp pencil, carefully punch holes into each of the specially marked points on the patterns. The points marked with an x are the places to which strings are to be attached; the points marked by a small circle are those where the paper fasteners should be pushed through the cardboard.
String the arms and legs by threading a length of string through the holes in the arms and the legs marked with an $x$, as illustrated below. Knot the ends of each string, making sure that the strings are not too tight.

Push the paper fasteners through the holes marked on the front side of the Jumping Jack’s body to connect his arms and legs to his body. Close the prongs of the fasteners on the back side of the body. Make sure that the fasteners are loose enough so that the arms and legs can move up and down smoothly.

Connect the arms and legs by tying a long length of string first to the center of the string for the arms, then to the center of the string tied to the legs.

Tie a loop of string through the $x$ marked in the Jumping Jack’s hat and tie a knot in it. Hook this loop into a doorknob and pull on the string. Watch your Jumping Jack jump up and down as you pull and release the string.
THE FLOATING BALL was one of various types of inexpensive penny toys from the nineteenth century involving the suspension of a cork ball or dried pea on a stream of air blown through a clay pipe or metal tube. One of these toys included a cork ball with a hook running through it. When the ball was blown into the air, an attempt was made to hook the ball onto a looped hook attached to the pipe. You can make a very simple Floating Ball toy with materials found around the house.

HOW TO MAKE YOUR OWN FLOATING BALL

In order to make a Floating Ball, you will need: a flexible plastic soda straw (12), 3% to 4 inches of thin wire (32), some dried peas or a small cork ball no more than three-eighths of an inch in diameter (33), scissors (1), pliers (3), a ruler (4), and tape (8).

Carefully cut the end of the soda straw closest to the flexible joint so that there are four small fingers or pieces of plastic, three-eighths of an inch long, sticking out at its edge as illustrated at the bottom of page. Gently bend these pieces down to make a cradle for the cork ball or pea.

Tape the wire loop to the top of the soda straw so that the loop is approximately one inch above the opening of the straw.

Now place the pea or cork ball on the top of the straw and blow gently. “With practice you should be able to control the ball so that it will rise up through the loop and settle back down again into the cradle at the top of the straw.”
FLIP BOOK

Flip-books, or Flicker Books, were probably used by children long before they were first patented in 1868. Basically, the toy consisted of a series of sequential pictures or photographs put on separate pieces of paper, one after the other. When the book was quickly flipped through, the pictures would provide the illusion of a moving picture. During the latter part of the nineteenth century, the Filoscope, a simple version of this toy, was commercially available. The Mutoscope, which was popular during the same period, was also based upon the same principles as the Flip-Book. It consisted of a set of sequential photographs mounted on a wheel and set in a lighted box with a viewing hole. When the wheel was rotated by turning a handle mounted on its side, the viewer was provided with what appeared to be a moving picture.

MAKING YOUR OWN FLIP-BOOK

In order to make your own Flip-Book, you will need: a felt-tip pen (14) and an inexpensive plain white notepad, approximately three inches by five inches (26).

Decide upon a simple subject showing something moving, such as the moving hands of a clock, a bouncing ball, or a running stick-man. You could also use the running horse shown later. Copy each picture in order on a separate page of the notepad.

When you have finished drawing the pictures, flip through them quickly. If you have drawn the pictures carefully, they should appear to move when you flip them. By experimenting with different subjects, you can make as many different Flip-Book movies as you like.
BUZZ SAW

The buzz saw is a noise toy that has been used for hundreds of years by the Eskimos, as well as by South American Indians, who called the toy a “mou mou.” By the nineteenth century the Buzz Saw had become a popular toy in both Europe and America. It was usually made out of a disk of tin with notches along its edge. Two holes were placed in the center of the disk through which a string was threaded and twisted. The disk was wound up on the string by flipping it and then rotated by pulling it in and out on the looped ends of the string. Once the disk was set spinning rapidly, its teeth were brought into contact with the edge of a piece of paper. As the teeth on the edge of the Buzz Saw touched the paper, a shrill buzzing sound was made. The speed of the rotating disk determined the pitch of the buzzing sound. When every other tooth for the toy was bent, the buzzing sound was increased.

MAKING YOUR OWN BUZZ SAW

In order to make your own Buzz Saw, you will need: cardboard (28), scissors (1), a pencil (13), crayons (20) or felt-tip pens (14), and approximately 40 inches of thin but strong string (34).

Draw a circle with teeth approximately three inches in diameter on the piece of cardboard. You can use the bottom of a glass or a jar to make the circle, or you can trace the pattern below.
Once you have drawn the circle or the pattern on the cardboard, cut it out. Be sure to cut out the teeth along the edge of the disc as shown in the pattern. If you wish, you may use the designs for the Chromatropes to decorate your Buzz Saw, or you can make up your own designs.

Now punch two holes approximately one-half-inch apart at the same distance from the center of the disk. You can use the tip of your scissors, if they are sharp, or a sharp pencil to make the holes.

Thread the piece of string through the two holes as shown above. Tie the ends together in a knot.

You can wind up the Buzz Saw by swinging it over and over in the middle of the loops, holding the ends of the strings with your fingers.

Make sure that the lengths of string on either side of the Buzz Saw are equal and that the Buzz Saw remains perpendicular to the floor. When you pull your hands in and out, the disc will spin back and rewind itself.

Now place a piece of stiff paper on a desk or table so that it overlaps the edge by several inches. Hold it in place with a book or other heavy object. As the Buzz Saw spins, bring its teeth into contact with the paper. The tops of the teeth hitting the paper will create a shrill Buzzzz!
PANDEAN PIPES

PANDEAN PIPES were described in ancient Greek Mythology as a flute-like instrument, the invention of Pan, the god of the woods and fields. Also named Pan’s Pipes, the instrument has been played by both children and adults throughout the world for thousands of years. By the nineteenth century, Panedean Pipes had become one of the most popular of all musical toys.

Known also as a syrinx, Panedean Pipes have been made of such various materials as cane, wood, and pottery. Consisting of four to twelve hollow pipes, the instrument was usually closed at the bottom. The pipes were played by blowing air across the open ends at the top. They could be tuned by adjusting the corks that were often used to stop their lower ends. Half-tones could be made by tilting the pipes toward the lips.

MAKING YOUR OWN PANDEAN PIPES

In order to make your own Panedean Pipes, you will need six soda straws (12), tape (8), a ruler (4), scissors (1), and a pencil (13).

With the ruler and pencil, measure and mark each soda straw as shown above, so that the first has a mark one inch from its end; the second, two inches from the end; the third, three inches from the end; and so on until six of the straws are marked. Next, cut each straw at these marks.

Arrange the straws in order of size from large to small on a flat surface as shown above.

Put a piece of tape across the straws to hold them in place. Make sure that the uncut ends are precisely even.
Continue to wrap the tape all around the straws to hold them firmly together.

Now you are ready to play your Pandean Pipes. Blow gently across the top of one of the straws to make a crisp, clear sound. If you tilt the pipes toward your lips, the same note blown from one of the pipes will change by a half-tone. You can also change the different notes produced through the pipes by stopping up the lower ends with your fingertips.

---

**BALANCING MAN**

THE BALANCING MAN, a toy consisting of a circus figure balancing on a specially made wooden base, is the most popular nineteenth-century example of the many balancing toys that date back to ancient China and India. Ancient balancing toys were carved from soft wood, whereas more-modern examples of the toy used counterweights attached to them with wires. Illustrations of balancing toys can be found in magic books from the eighteenth century. Popular nineteenth-century examples of the toy included a Dancing Lady, who made pirouettes while balanced on a single foot, and a parrot perched on a ring.

**MAKING YOUR OWN BALANCING MAN**

In order to make your own Balancing Man, you will need: a large cork (33), three pieces of straight wire cut from a coat hanger—two measuring seven inches and one measuring 1.5 inches (32), wire-cutting pliers (3), scissors (1), felt-tip pens (14), tape (8), a triangular file (5), lightweight cardboard (28), a ruler (4), and a spool of lightweight strong thread (35).

Cut two seven-inch and one 1.5-inch pieces of wire from the coat hanger.

Insert the two seven-inch wires opposite each other in the cork as illustrated above. Then insert the 1.5-inch wire in the center of the bottom of the cork.
If you wish, you can copy the pattern for the Balancing Man, which is provided below, onto the piece of cardboard.

Cut out the acrobat and attach it to the top of the cork with either glue, tape, or a thumbtack.

Place the toy on the top of your index finger. You should be able to balance it there without difficulty.

The Balancing Man can also be made to balance on a piece of strong thread. Using the small triangular file, make a small notch in the end of the 1/2-inch piece of wire.

Now, string some thin but strong thread between two chairs.

Place the notched 1.5-inch piece of wire on the thread as shown above. The acrobat should keep his balance with ease. If you tilt the thread, the Balancing Man will also move down the thread just like an acrobat walking a tightrope.
SKYHOOK

THE SKYHOOK is a traditional folk toy that has been in use for hundreds of years. During the nineteenth century the toy was commercially available in the forms of a man riding a horse and a sailor navigating a sailboat. They were essentially the same toy. Extending from both figures was a long, curved wire, at the end of which was set a counterweight. The center of gravity for the toy normally lay in the middle of the figure. A small balance point made of a piece of wire was then set in the figure. Set on the edge of a shelf or table with the wire and counterweight running underneath, the figure would precisely balance itself in what seemed to be an almost impossible manner.

HOW TO MAKE YOUR OWN SKYHOOK

In order to make your Skyhook, you will need: a piece of light-weight cardboard 8.5 by 11 inches (28), scissors (1), a pencil (13), pliers (3), tape (8), a wire coat hanger (32), and felt-tip pens (14).

Copy the pattern shown on the next page onto the piece of light-weight cardboard.

Once you have copied the pattern onto the cardboard, cut it out with the scissors. Now fold the pattern in half along the dotted line in the middle.
If you wish, you may color in the pattern with the felt-tip pens.

With the pliers, cut off a length of wire from the coat hanger as illustrated above. Throw away the section with the hook.

Gently bend the wire with your hands as shown in the above illustration.

Now punch the hooked end of the wire through the center of the fold at the bottom of the boat. It may be easier to first punch a hole through the cardboard with a pencil.

Set your Skyhook on the edge of a table or bookshelf. You can determine the way it balances by adjusting the angle of the boat by bending the piece of wire or by moving the cardboard. Once balanced, your Skyhook is complete!

Tape the sails and the back of the boat together as shown above.
THE ZOETROPE is an interesting variation and improvement on the Phantascope. Invented by W. G. Horner in 1834, the Zoetrope consists of a revolving drum with slits in its sides spaced at equal distances from one another. On the interior of the drum is a series of sequential pictures. These pictures appear to move when observed through the slits of the rotating drum. The device could be observed by many people at once and it became an extremely popular parlor novelty and toy during the Victorian era. Variations on the Zoetrope included the Praxinescope. Instead of using viewing slits, the Praxinescope had a drum with a central hub to which mirrors were attached. These mirrors reflected each of the sequential pictures on the interior of the drum.

MAKING YOUR OWN ZOETROPE

In order to make your own Zoetrope, you will need: a piece of lightweight cardboard 8.5 by 11 inches (28), felt-tip pens (14), tape (8), scissors (1), and an X-Acto knife (6).

Copy the patterns illustrated for this toy on the following pages onto the piece of cardboard.

Zoetrope Pattern.
Cut the patterns out of the cardboard with the scissors.

Now cut out the rectangular viewing slits with the X-Acto knife.

Tape the two strips together to make one long strip. Next draw a series of sequential pictures in the blank sections between each viewing slit. You can copy the sequential drawings of the donkey included with the description of this toy.

Now tape the ends of the strip together to make a circle.
Fold over the jagged edge of the cardboard circle and tape it to the edge of the circular base as shown above. Punch a hole approximately one-eighth of an inch in diameter in the center of the base.

When your Zoetrope is finished, place it on a record turntable with the hole on the spindle. Turn on the turntable and view the pictures through the slits. If the turntable is set at 33.33 rotations per minute, the pictures should appear to move. If you don’t have a record player, you can put a pencil through the hole in the base of the Zoetrope and twirl it in order to see the moving pictures.

MAGIC LANTERN

THE MAGIC LANTERN’S principles were discovered, legend has it, by the thirteenth-century philosopher and scientist Roger Bacon as part of his study of the nature of shadows. Accused of being a product of witchcraft, Bacon’s lantern was eventually presented before Pope Innocent IV, who declared it a harmless device that had nothing to do with the devil.

Actual evidence for the existence of Magic Lanterns can be found in engravings from the seventeenth century. These illustrations show an oil lamp placed inside a box, a highly polished metal reflector that focuses the light, a painted slide through which the light is shown, and a hole in the box through which the light is projected.

Throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, Magic Lantern showmen and wizards traveled all over Europe using the instrument to conjure up ghosts and frightful monsters. With the invention of photography during the early nineteenth century, the machine was greatly improved and its use widely expanded. Not only did scientific lecturers use it to illustrate their presentations, but it also became a popular parlor toy for exhibiting comic pictures.
MAKING YOUR OWN MAGIC LANTERN

In order to make your own Magic Lantern, you will need: scissors (1), colored ball-point pens (15), a ruler (4), tape (8), a shoebox, a small piece of paper (24), a flashlight (17), and a magnifying glass.

For your Magic Lantern slides, you can use regular photographic slides or make your own with sheets of clear plastic (37) and colored ball-point pens.

On each end of the bottom half of the shoebox, mark the center of the end, using the ruler and a pen.

Hold the circular end of the flashlight on each of these spots and draw around its edge to make a circle. Do this for both ends of the box. Now cut out both of these circles.

Next, trace the pattern illustrated on top of the next page (for the slide holder) onto the piece of paper.

Cut out the circle of the slide holder. Fold the paper along the dotted lines.

Put glue along the strips marked “glue” and glue the slide holder to one end of the shoebox so that the open circle is right in front of the circle already cut out of the box’s end. The slide holder should sit out just a little bit from the box’s end so that you have sufficient room to insert the slides or Magic Lantern slide strips.
Set up your Magic Lantern on a table or on the floor in front of a blank door as shown in the illustration below. Put the lid on the box. Place the flashlight on a book so that its beam is at the same level as the hole in the back of the box. Now put your slide in the slide holder. Always be sure to put the slide in upside down, because when the light is focused through the magnifying glass or lens, it will reverse the image. Turn on the flashlight and turn off the lights in the room. Hold the magnifying glass directly in front of the slide holder and move it toward the wall until the slide comes into focus. The slide will probably come into focus when the magnifying glass is about a foot from the slide.

In order to make your own Magic Lantern slide strips, you will need to cut strips of clear plastic two inches wide and eight inches long.

Divide each strip into two-inch squares. Each of these squares will be an individual slide frame. Draw a picture in the center of each frame. These may be different pictures or may tell a story like the ones illustrated in the pattern below.

You can color the water blue with a colored ball-point pen, the pier brown, the fish black, the man’s suit a dark blue, and his hat red.

As you slide the slide strip through the Magic Lantern slide holder be sure it is upside down. Pause at each frame and watch as you create a very simple moving picture!
MOVING SLIDES

MOVING SLIDES were invented in the eighteenth century. In 1736, Pieter van Musschenbroek introduced a new version of the Magic Lantern. He was able to produce motion on a screen by using a painted glass slide as a background and moving another slide in front of it. When light was projected through the two slides, the image on the screen appeared to move.

Moving Slides became popular toys during the nineteenth century. Single Moving Slides were simply constructed and were very cheap. They could produce a great variety of amusing effects, such as elongation of noses, moving eyes, people dancing, and donkeys kicking. Sometimes light was provided by using a kerosene projector. You can make a Moving Slide show for yourself, using only clear plastic, paper, and a flashlight.

MAKING YOUR OWN MOVING SLIDE

To make your own Moving Slides, you will need: an envelope, scissors (i), tape (8), a sheet of white paper (24), a sheet of clear plastic (37), colored ball-point pens (15), and an X-Acto knife (6).

Along the bottom edge of the front of the envelope, measure a distance of four inches from the end. From that point, measure up two inches. Then mark a point on the outer edge of the envelope two inches up from the bottom. Draw a line connecting the points so that they form a rectangle measuring two by four inches.

Then cut along the line you have drawn so that you have a small envelope with the top and one side open.

Draw a window three inches long and 1.5-inches high in the middle of the new envelope.

With the X-Acto knife, cut the window out of both sides of the envelope.

Next, tape the top of the envelope closed so that only one end is open.

Cut a piece of white paper four inches long and 1.8 inches high so that it will slip into the envelope.

Now cut a piece of clear plastic 5.5-inches long and 1.8 inches high.
With the ball-point pens, draw on the piece of white paper a face without eyeballs to the left of the center.

Next place the clear plastic over the drawing you have just made so that the left edges of the plastic and the paper are even. On the clear-plastic piece, draw two big eyeballs with the pen.

Now you are ready to put your Moving Slide together. Place the white piece of paper in the envelope so that the face shows through the window.

Then put the clear plastic strip in the envelope and over the picture.

As you pull the plastic in and out of the envelope, you will see a Motion Slide of the face’s eyes moving from left to right.

If you wish to project your Moving Slide onto the wall, you will need to redraw the picture (the face without eyeballs) on a piece of plastic the same size as the piece of paper. Find a blank white wall or tape a piece of white paper to a wall of any color. Turn out the lights. Shine the light from a flashlight through the pieces of plastic in the envelope. If you adjust the light properly as you did for the Magic Lantern, an image will appear on the wall. Now ask a friend to move the longer piece of plastic back and forth while you hold the envelope and the flashlight. The image or picture projected on the wall will appear to move. You can also use the Magic Lantern itself to project the Moving Slides onto the wall.
REVOLVING SERPENT

THE REVOLVING SERPENT IS a simple toy that uses the same principle as that used for thermal devices, whose movement is based upon rising currents of hot air. Such devices have been in use since the time of the ancient Greeks. During the nineteenth century, a spinning metal disc with vanes was commonly placed on top of oil lamps to prevent the smoke of the lamp from rising in a direct column and blackening the ceiling.

Made from either paper or a thin sheet of copper, the Revolving Serpent was suspended by a string over the top of an oil lamp or hot stove. Hot air rising from either one of these sources would cause the toy to turn around and around.

MAKING YOUR OWN REVOLVING SERPENT

In order to make your own Revolving Serpent, you will need: a piece of paper (24), scissors (1), a pencil (13) or pen (14), a needle (9), and a ten-inch piece of lightweight thread (35).

Trace the pattern included for this toy on the opposite page onto the piece of paper.

Cut the paper along the dotted line of the pattern. When you have finished cutting out the pattern, you will have a spiral.
Make a knot in the end of the thread. Using the needle, poke the thread through the end of the serpent’s tail.

Now suspend the serpent by the thread a few inches above an electric light bulb. When you turn on the light, the serpent will slowly rotate as the heat from the bulb rises.
TUMBLER

The Tumbler was an extremely popular toy in England and America during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. In Japan, a similar type of toy known as a Daruma has been played with by both children and adults for hundreds of years.

In most instances, Tumblers consist of a simple doll-figure with a rounded bottom that contains a counterweight. When the Tumbler is pushed over on its side, the weight in its bottom causes it to stand upright.

MAKING YOUR OWN TUMBLER

In order to make your own Tumbler, you will need: an uncooked egg, three to four tablespoons of salt or sand, a small bowl, a spoon, a pin (9), tape (8), glue (16), scissors (1), paper (24), and felt-tip pens (14).

Take the pin and punch a hole about one-eighth of an inch wide at the small end of the egg. Then make a second hole about the same size in the middle of the egg (at the place so marked in the illustration). Be careful not to crack the egg by pushing too hard on its shell.

Place the egg over the bowl so that the hole in the middle is facing it. Now gently blow into the hole at the small end, forcing the contents inside the egg out the hole in the middle.
When you have blown everything out of the inside of the shell, gently run water from a faucet through the hole in the middle of the shell. Once the egg is full of water, blow it out the same way you blew out the contents of the egg. Repeat this process until the inside of the shell is clean.

Once the shell has dried, spoon either some sand or salt into the top of the shell. Put in enough sand or salt so that the bottom of the shell is much heavier than the upper end.

Tape over the two holes in the egg. Then copy the pattern on the next page onto a piece of paper and cut it out. You can color the pattern with the felt-tip pens.

Fold the semi-circular piece of the pattern into a cone and glue it together. Next, fold the Tumbler's head and arms along the dotted line and insert this piece into the slits in the cone. Glue these two pieces together and then tape the Tumbler onto the egg. Your Tumbler is now complete!
MICROSCOPE

The microscope was invented about 1590 by a Dutch spectacle maker, Zacharias Janssen. One of his contemporaries, the Italian physicist Galileo, improved upon Janssen’s design and was able to observe objects as complex and small as an insect’s eye. Despite Galileo’s success, it was the seventeenth-century Dutch scientist Anton van Leeuwenhoek who eventually developed the first practical modern Microscopes, which were capable of magnifying objects up to 300 times their original size.

During the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, various types of extremely simple Microscopes were used as toys. These Microscopes were most often simple pinhole constructions from cardboard or foil or were based upon the magnifying power of water, like the water-filled glass ball shown further.

HOW TO MAKE TWO SIMPLE MICROSCOPES

In order to make your own Microscopes, you will need: a round plastic or cardboard pint or quart-size ice-cream container, a clear plastic bag, some rubber bands, a piece of aluminum foil approximately three by three inches, a pin (9), scissors (1), and some water.

Cut out the bottom of the ice-cream container.

Then cut two holes, one inch in diameter, opposite each other on the sides of the container (in order to let in light). Cut the plastic along its seams so that you have a single thickness of plastic.

Now cover the top of the container loosely with the piece of plastic. Place the rubber bands around the plastic so that they hold it in place on the top of the container.
Slowly pour a small amount of water onto the plastic. The weight of the water will make the plastic sag, causing it to take the form of a lens.

Put various objects underneath the water lens. Experiment with different amounts of water, which will change the shape of the lens and will make it work more effectively.

Another simple type of Microscope can be made by boring a small hole through a piece of aluminum foil with a pin.

Drop a very small amount of water into the hole. Surface tension will keep the water from falling through the hole.

Place an object underneath the lens and examine it. If you use this type of Microscope, a magnification of 150 times the size of the object is possible!
Helicopter toys have been made in many forms, but perhaps none is quite as simple or as effective as L. B. Matteson’s “Flying Toy,” illustrated elsewhere. By placing your hands around the dowel and rubbing them together very hard in a counter-clockwise direction, it is possible to launch the Helicopter as high as thirty or forty feet into the air.

Matteson’s “Flying Toy” is not a unique invention. Similar toys can be found in paintings and illustrations dating from the Renaissance.

**MAKING YOUR OWN HELICOPTER**

In order to make your own Helicopter, you will need: a piece of soft white pine eight inches by one inch by five-sixteenths of an inch (36), a dowel eight inches long and one-quarter of an inch in diameter (36), wood glue (16), a wood-carving knife (6), an electric or hand drill (7), and a medium grade of sandpaper.

Mark the center of the piece of white pine and drill a hole one-quarter-inch in diameter perpendicular to the center mark.
Copy the above pattern onto a piece of paper and cut it out.

Place the pattern on the wood as shown above and trace around it. Repeat this process for all the corners.

Carve a propeller out of the pine so that the plane of each side crosses as shown above.

Now place the dowel in the hole and glue it into place, making sure that the propeller is exactly perpendicular to it.

Your Helicopter is now ready to fly!
THE HELICOPTER-PARACHUTE, a simple toy often made by nineteenth-century children, combined the principles of the parachute, outlined by Leonardo da Vinci, and those of the helicopter, of which Leonardo also made detailed designs. In nature, the same principle can be found at work with “Maple Spinners” and other types of airborne seed pods, and it may in fact have been the source of inspiration for this toy.

Leonardo da Vinci’s Design for a Helix
Vertical Take-off Device (Helicopter)
1490.

MAKING YOUR OWN HELICOPTER-PARACHUTE.

In order to make your own Helicopter-Parachute, you will need: a piece of paper 8.5-by 11 inches (24) and scissors (1).
Using the scissors, cut out two strips of paper 8.5 inches long and one inch wide.

Place the two strips of paper back to back and twist them together for approximately three or four inches.

Now fold back the two unfolded ends of the paper strips so that they form the blades for the Helicopter-Parachute.

Bend each of the blades of the Helicopter-Parachute slightly in different directions. Test your Helicopter-Parachute by dropping it to the ground. Adjust the angle of the blades until they cause it to evenly spin or twirl to the ground.

Your finished Helicopter-Parachute should look like this. If the Helicopter-Parachute drops too quickly, cut a small piece off of the bottom (twisted) part until it works exactly the way you want it to.
THE PAPER-WRESTLERS are a popular folk-toy that was also commercially manufactured and sold during the second half of the nineteenth century. Their origins, however, are much older. In a manuscript from the twelfth century, there is an illustration of two knights fighting each other that are being manipulated by two men. It is clear that the Paper-Wrestlers were a variation of these older Medieval knights. The toy consists of two jointed figures, locked in combat with each other, that are manipulated with strings held by the persons playing with it. Despite its simplicity, the toy is exciting to play with.

HOW TO MAKE YOUR OWN PAPER-WRESTLERS

In order to make your own Paper-Wrestlers, you will need: a piece of heavy thread (35) or lightweight string (34) approximately three feet in length, five straight pins (9), a needle (9), scissors (1), a piece of lightweight cardboard 8.5 by 10 inches (28), and pliers (3).

Trace the pattern of the Paper-Wrestlers on the following page onto the cardboard and cut them out.
Bend the arms and legs along the dotted lines as illustrated above.

Attach the arms and legs to the bodies of the wrestlers by forcing a pin through the specially marked points.

Bend the pointed tips of the pins down with the pliers.

Thread the piece of heavy thread or light string through a needle and use it to draw the thread through the points marked on the arms of the two figures.

Take the ends of each of the pieces of string and hold them in your hands. By moving your hands back and forth, you will be able to make the wrestlers appear to be fighting. By each holding a string, you and a friend can have a wrestling match with the Paper-Wrestlers!
PEEPSHOWS have been popular toys for both children and adults since the Renaissance. The Italian artist Alberti supposedly made a Peepshow as early as 1437 to illustrate the principles of perspective. Peepshows can also be found dating from the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. It was during the nineteenth century that they became most popular as a children’s toy. The openings of the Thames Tunnel in 1828 and the Crystal Palace Exhibition in 1851 were popular subjects for Victorian Peepshows.

Peepshows, which were also called “Raree shows,” consisted of a series of pictures and scenery arranged in a closed box that was viewed either through a large opening or a peep hole. Light entered the Peepshow through holes in the sides and top of the box. Colored-paper Peepshows that opened like an accordion were widely manufactured during the nineteenth century. Called “panoramas,” these toys should not be confused with the moving panoramas described elsewhere in this book.

**HOW TO MAKE YOUR OWN PEEPSHOW**

In order to make your own Peepshow, you will need: a shoebox or small cardboard box with its lid, lightweight cardboard (28) and paper (24), scissors (1), glue (16), and colored felt-tip pens (14).

Remove the lid of the box. Cut a hole in the center of one of the ends of the box, approximately one inch in diameter.

Decide upon a subject for your Peepshow. One that emphasizes perspective or distance is best, such as a forest and distant mountains or a long and narrow room filled with furniture and people.

Cut pieces of scenery for the Peepshow out of the lightweight cardboard. Leave a narrow flap along the bottom of each piece of scenery in order to glue it to the floor of the Peepshow box. Draw individual sections of the scene on the different pieces of scenery. Color the scenery and the walls of the Peepshow box.
Glue the cut-out pieces of scenery into place.

Now cut holes in the lid of the box to let light in. You may also want to put holes in the sides of the box. A diffused or soft light works best for Peepshows. You can make this type of light by covering the holes with tracing paper. Colored lighting can be produced by covering the same holes with clear colored plastic or tissue paper.

Put the lid back on top of the Peepshow box. Your Peepshow is now ready for viewing!
PARACHUTE
Ho. 384,533,
W. J. KDKTZSCH.
TOY PARACHUTE.
Patented June 12, 1888.

The parachute is said to have been invented by the Italian artist and inventor Leonardo da Vinci. How long children have played with parachutes as toys is not known, although we do have illustrations of their being played with by children as early as the middle of the eighteenth century.

Leonardo da Vinci’s Design for a Parachute, c.

MAKING YOUR OWN PARACHUTE

In order to make your own Parachute, you will need: a plastic bag (37), four pieces of lightweight string each 12 inches long (34), three or four heavy washers (18), and scissors (1).

Cut a square 12 by 12 inches out of the plastic bag.

Tie a piece of string to each corner of the plastic square.

Now draw the end of all four strings together and tie them to the washers.
Your Parachute is ready to be launched. Fold the plastic square over on itself and place the washers on top. Make sure that the strings do not become tangled with one another.

Toss your folded Parachute into the air as high as you can and watch it float to the ground.
CUP AND BALL

THE CUP AND BALL'S origin is unclear, but we know that the toy was well known in India and Greece very early and had become very fashionable as a toy among adults and children in Italy and France by the late sixteenth century. In France, the game was called bilboquet, a name derived from bitte, meaning a wooden ball, and bocquet, the point of a spear. When Captain Cook visited the Sandwich Islands (Hawaii) in the eighteenth century, he found the natives playing simple versions of the game. By the early nineteenth century, the Cup and Ball could be found in the United States and Mexico and among the Canadian Eskimos.

Cup and Ball is a game that tests the hand-and-eye coordination of the player. Played indoors or out, the game usually consists of a cup made of wood or ivory. The shallower the cup, the more difficult the game. The solid ball was connected to the cup by a string. Sometimes the cup was attached to a handle. Another version of the game replaced the cup with a wooden spike, and the ball had a hole drilled through its center.

In order to play Cup and Ball, the players would hold the cup around its base and stretch their arms out so that the ball hung toward the ground. They would then swing their arms, causing the ball to fly out, and try to catch it in the cup as it fell back down. The version of the toy with a spike was much more difficult, since the ball had to be caught on the end of the spike.

MAKING YOUR OWN CUP AND BALL

In order to make your own Cup and Ball, you will need a styrofoam or small paper cup, a two-foot piece of string (34), a Ping-Pong ball, and a pencil (13).

With the pencil, punch a hole in the center of the bottom of the cup.

Thread the string through the hole from the inside of the cup and tie about three knots in the string on the bottom of the cup to hold the string in place.
Punch a small hole in the Ping-Pong ball.

Tie several knots in the other end of the string. With the pencil, gently push the knotted end of the string through the hole in the Ping-Pong ball.

Hold the cup in one hand. Throw it up into the air and try to catch the ball in the cup as it falls back downward.

Once you have become good at playing the game with this size cup, try cutting down its sides to make it more difficult to catch the ball.
THE BULLROARER of “Thunder-Spell,” is among the most ancient and universal toys. In one form or another, Bullroarers have been found in cultures as diverse as those of the Eskimos, the Australian and New Zealand Aborigines, and the ancient Greeks and Britains. In its most common form, the Bullroarer consisted of a thin slat of wood tied to a long piece of string. When whirled rapidly around in the air, the device would make a loud noise—hence its name. Bullroarers would often be used as part of religious and magical ceremonies. The Bullroarer was a common nineteenth-century toy that was popular with children and often very unpopular with adults. An English author writing during the 1880s, for example, explained that he did not recommend it as a toy because:

In the first place it makes a most horrible and unexampled din, which recommends it to the very young, but renders it detested by people of mature age. In the second place, the character of the toy is such that it will almost infallibly break all that is fragile in the house where it is used, and will probably put out the eyes of some of the inhabitants.

The Bullroarer is an excellent toy if used safely and away from grouchy adults!

MAKING YOUR OWN BULLROARER

In order to make your own Bullroarer, you will need: a piece of heavy string about 36 inches long (34), a piece of heavy cardboard measuring nine by two inches (28), and scissors (1).

Cut out a piece of cardboard eight by two inches. Round off all four of the corners. Punch a hole one-half inch from one of the ends and thread the string through the hole. Knot the string tightly.

Next, hold the Bullroarer in both hands as illustrated above. Twist one end up and then down, just slightly, to give the surface a slight bend.
Your Bullroarer is now ready to use. Take it outside to a safe, open space and swing it in circles over your head. With a little experimenting, it will make a loud roaring noise.

**AEOLIAN TOP**

The AEOLIAN TOP is one of the most popular and simplest types of tops, which are among the oldest and most interesting of all toys. Heavily decorated tops made from wood and stone were popular in ancient Egypt; tops from Thebes made of fired clay have been found dating from 1200 B.C. Tops were also popular in both ancient Rome and China.

Technically, a top is defined as a revolving body that is held in equilibrium or balance on its vertical axis by its rotary motion. Historically, tops have taken many different forms. The whipping top, whose motion is maintained by its being lashed with a whip with knobs on its ends, was invented in ancient China and can be seen in European manuscripts dating from the fourteenth century. More modern tops are driven by pull-strings, springs, wind power, and even electric motors.
Taking its name from the Greek god of the Wind, Aeolus, the Aeolian Top is propelled by the wind and was a popular toy during the late nineteenth century. It consists of a cardboard disc that has a series of oblique slots arranged symmetrically around its surface. These slots are cut out and turned up at right angles to the plane of the disc, forming wind vanes. A pin is set into the center of the disk and acts as a pivot for the top. Although not absolutely necessary, a thread spool was often used as a mouthpiece to set the top spinning. The spool was held to the mouth with the rounded end of the pin inserted in the hole at the base of the spool and held in place by the light pressure of a finger on the edge of the top disc. By blowing through the hole in the spool, a partial vacuum was created between the surface of the top and the spool. As soon as the blowing stopped, the top would drop and continue to revolve on its own momentum if on a flat surface.

**MAKING YOUR OWN AEOLIAN TOP**

In order to make your own Aeolian Top, you will need: a piece of lightweight cardboard (28), sealing wax or a candle, a straight pin (9), a small thread spool 1.25-inches tall (19), a pencil (13) and colored felt-tip pens (14), scissors (1), and an X-Acto knife (6).

Draw a circle approximately three inches across on the piece of cardboard. You can use the bottom of a glass or jar to make the circle, or you can copy the pattern on the opposite page. Be sure to draw the six diagonal flaps as shown in the pattern.

Cut out the circle with the scissors.

![Aeolian Top Pattern](image)

Now, cut along the three sides of the flaps with the X-Acto knife as shown above.

Bend up the flaps as shown above. Color the designs with the felt-tip pens.
Stick the straight pin through the center of the disc, leaving about one-quarter-inch projecting below. This will serve as the pivot point for the top.

Apply several drops of glue around the pin to hold it in place.

Now you are ready to play with your Aeolian Top. Hold the disc lightly against one end of the spool with your finger, letting the long end of the pin stick up through the hole in the spool. Blow through the other end of the spool. The stream of air you are making will spin the top rapidly and create a vacuum that will hold it against the spool.

If you hold the whirling top over a table or any flat surface and stop blowing, it will drop from the spool and continue spinning!
JACOB’S LADDER

The Jacob’s ladder was an extremely popular folk-toy during the late nineteenth century, and it is still played with by children today. The toy takes its name from the Bible, the Book of Genesis, 28:12, in which there is a description of a dream of the prophet Jacob, who saw a ladder extending from earth to heaven on which angels could be seen coming and going.

The design of the Jacob’s ladder is extremely simple. Basically, a chain of thin wooden blocks are connected to one another by means of cloth tape. The tape is attached to the pieces of wood in such a way that an illusion is created of the wooden blocks’ tumbling or falling over one another when the toy is used.

**HOW TO MAKE YOUR OWN JACOB’S LADDER**

In order to make your Jacob’s Ladder, you will need: ten pieces of plywood or masonite, each piece two by two inches square and one-quarter-inch thick (36), sandpaper (11), approximately 15 feet of flat cloth tape one-half-inch wide (31), scissors (1), glue (16), and a hammer (2).

Sand all of the edges of the blocks of wood so that they are smooth.

Cut the tape into 5.5-inch lengths and glue the pieces of tape to the blocks as shown above. Leave one block without any tape.

Once the glue has dried, wrap the tapes around the blocks and line them up as shown below.
Stack block number 2 (cloth tape down) on top of block number 1 (cloth tape up). Trim and glue the pieces of tape from number 1 so that they can be attached at the points marked with xs on block 2 as illustrated above.

When the glue is dry, wrap the pieces of cloth tape over block number 2 as shown above.

Stack block number 3 (cloth tape down) on top of block number 2 (cloth tape up) and glue the tape from block number 2 as indicated by the x's on block 3 in the illustration above. Repeat this process for all of the blocks that you have gotten together for your Jacob’s ladder.

Wrap the cloth tapes on block number 9 and add the final blank block. Then glue the tapes as shown above.

In order to work your Jacob’s ladder, hold the top block by its edge and tip it to touch the second block. This will trigger the tumbling action of the other blocks as you tip the top block back and forth.
Changing Portraits

CHANGEABLE PORTRAITS were a popular toy for both children and adults during the Victorian era. The portraits were extremely simple in principle but could be constructed in many different ways by the person playing with them.

In most instances, Changeable Portraits consisted of a series of pictures divided into three separate parts. A collection of different portraits would be packed together in a boxed set. By removing any of the three parts of the picture and exchanging it for another card, a new portrait could be made. The addition of new cards gradually expanded the possible number of combinations that could be put together. An interesting variation on Changeable Portraits in the nineteenth century was a type of spelling puzzle in which the correct spelling and putting together of a word would provide the viewer with an assembled picture of the object spelled!

MAKING YOUR OWN CHANGEABLE PORTRAITS

To make your own Changeable Portraits, you will need: three or more three- by five-inch white cards (25), scissors (1), a ruler (4), and a pencil (13) or a felt-tip pen (14).

On each three- by five-inch card, draw a line 2.5 inches from one end and another 2.15 inches from the other end so that each card is divided into three parts.

The top part of the card will be the forehead, the middle part the nose, and the lower part the mouth and chin of your faces.

It is very important to try to draw the eye, nose, mouth, and chin of each of the faces on the same place on each card so that they will match up with one another as you change the faces.

On the next page there are three patterns of faces that you may copy, or you may draw your own faces.

After you have drawn all the faces on your cards, cut along the lines that divide each card into three parts. Now you have all the parts of your Changeable Portraits. You can start mixing them up to make many, many different faces.
A panorama is a picture or series of pictures that creates a continuous story that is unrolled before the spectator, one scene at a time. Invented in 1785 by Robert Barker, a Scottish artist, the Panorama was first presented before public audiences in 1788.

By the nineteenth century, small toy Panoramas had become popular as a means of telling the stories of famous European and American military battles and historical events. These toy Panoramas usually consisted of a strip of pictures that was gradually unrolled within a box. A large hole was cut in the front of the box for viewing and the scenes were often lighted from behind or above by candles. Toy Panoramas were often made by children.
MAKING YOUR OWN PANORAMA

In order to make your own Panorama, you will need: a shoebox, two cardboard tubes from foil, wrapping-paper, or waxed-paper rolls (30), a piece of lightweight cardboard (28), scissors (1), tape (8), plain white paper (24), and colored felt-tip pens (14) or crayons (20). You may also use pictures from old magazines, if you wish, to make your Panorama story.

Remove the lid of the shoebox and cut a viewing window in the bottom.

Cut two strips of lightweight cardboard at least six inches long and one-quarter-inch narrower than the width (diameter) of the cardboard tubes.

Bend each strip in the middle to form axles for the cardboard tubes. Next, bend up one-half-inch on each end of the axles to form flaps that will be taped to the floor of the Panorama box.

Mark two points on the floor of the Panorama box to indicate the position of the cardboard axles and tubes.

Cut out two holes, at least one-quarter-inch wider in diameter than the cardboard tubes, directly above these marks.

Spread the cardboard axles apart as shown above. Be sure that at their bottoms they are slightly narrower than the diameter of the cardboard tubes.

Tape the cardboard axles in place at the points marked on the floor of the Panorama box.
You can make the Panorama movie strip by pasting together pictures from old magazines or by creating your own story on a strip of white paper. It is important that each scene of the story is as wide as the Panorama window so that one scene at a time will appear as you roll the strip through the box.

The story roll for the Panorama can be as long as you like, but it cannot be wider than the height of the box.

Tape one end of the story roll to one cardboard tube and the other end to the other tube. The pictures that make up the roll should be on the outside of the tubes.

Roll up the story roll so that the first scene is the only one showing.

Slip the story roll and tubes in through the open back of the Panorama box. Stick the top ends of the tubes up through the holes. Now fit the lower ends down over the axles. You are ready to exhibit your Panorama!

Place the Panorama box on a table with its front well lighted, facing the audience. Turn the tubes evenly, pausing at each scene. You may also want to give a brief description of each scene to complete the story.
THE PINWHEEL’s principle is the same as that of the vertical windmill, which has been used for centuries in Europe to drive watermills and grind grain. Much smaller windmills became popular in the United States during the nineteenth century to pump water for livestock and homes and for irrigation purposes.

The windmill works by converting the linear motion of the wind into rotary motion, which turns its shaft. The turning force is transmitted by gears from the shaft to the parts of the machine that perform the work. Although the windmill itself faces the wind, its sails do not stand flat toward the wind, but at a slant, so that when the wind touches them they spin around.

The principle of the action of a windmill can be illustrated by the very simplest type of windmill, the Pinwheel, which is actually a windmill toy. Windmill toys were not models of windmills but usually consisted of the sails of a windmill fastened to a long stick. Woodcuts dating from the Middle Ages show boys and girls playing with these toys, usually made of wood or iron. Using paper, you can make a Pinwheel toy at home that is just like those sold at the fairs and circuses in England and America.
MAKING YOUR OWN PINWHEEL

In order to make a Pinwheel, you will need: a ten-inch-square piece of white paper (24), scissors (1), a thumbtack (21), a pencil (13), and a ruler (4). You may use crayons (20) or felt-tip pens (14) to decorate your Pinwheel.

Using the ruler and pencil, draw two straight lines connecting the four corners of the square of paper as shown above. Label the four corners A, B, C, and D with your pencil. These two lines will cross at the center point of the square.

Copy the design shown above onto the square of paper. You can make the stars red and the strips blue or make up your own design.
The square of paper is twice the size of the pattern, so double the size of the designs.

Now, turn the paper square over and copy the above pattern in blue. Place the square so that the A corner on the underside of the square is in the lower left corner and B is in the lower right corner.

With the scissors, cut along the diagonal creases of the square from the corners to within one inch of the center.

Fold the corner pieces that are marked with the blue lines over to the center as shown above so that all four folded-over pieces are also marked with blue lines. Push a thumbtack through the corners and through the center of the square of paper. Next, push the thumbtack into the eraser tip of a pencil.

When you push the pencil forward as you run with it extended in front of you, the Pinwheel will whirl just as a real windmill turns. The faster you run, the faster the windmill Pinwheel will turn!
A periscope is an optical device that enables observers to view objects not directly in their line of vision. A simple periscope consists of two parallel mirrors attached at 45° angles to the opposite ends of a tube.

It is not known who actually invented the periscope. One of the first times it was used was during the Civil War. By the First World War, periscopes were being used in submarines. Today they are used in industry and medicine in order to inspect hard-to-get-at surfaces. Periscopes have also been popular toys used to peer over walls and around corners and even to enable people to see over a crowd when watching a parade.

**Making your own periscope**

In order to make your own periscope, you will need: two quart-size milk cartons, two strips of lightweight cardboard 2.75- inches wide and 9.25-inches long (28), two small mirrors two to three inches long and two inches wide (29), a ruler (4), tape (8), scissors (1), and a pencil (13).

Remove the tops and bottoms of the milk cartons to make the hollow casing for the periscope. Wash out the cartons and carefully dry them.

Measure a square two by two inches at the top of one of the sides of the cartons. Measure another square the same size on the second carton. Cut out these squares.
Tape the two milk cartons together so that one window is at the top and the other window is on the opposite side at the bottom of the casing.

Divide the strips of cardboard into three sections: Two should measure 2.75 inches long and the third should be 3.75 inches long.

Tape each mirror to the longer section of these strips. Carefully crease each section of the cardboard in order to make it easier to fold.

Fold the two strips of cardboard into triangles as illustrated above. Tape the open ends of the triangles together.

Slip one triangle into the bottom of the Periscope casing so that the mirror is opposite the window. Secure it in place by taping it across the bottom.

Slip the second triangle into the casing so that you see the mirror through the other window. Tape the triangle across the bottom to secure it in place.

Your Periscope is now ready to use to spy over walls and around corners!
BUBBLE BLOWERS have probably been used by children and adults since soap was invented by the Sumerians in approximately 3000 B.C. Like many simple things, they have a uniqueness and beauty that have often been taken too much for granted. During the nineteenth century, numerous different types of pipes and frames for blowing bubbles were sold as toys.

In blowing bubbles, whether one uses a pipe or a wire frame the ne remarkable phenomenon occurs. Although the bubble can be elongated elliptical shape while it is being blown, it will not retain this form. Because of surface tension, which makes the surface of the bubble contract as much as possible, the soap bubble will the shape that encloses a given volume with a minimum amount of surface area—the shape of a sphere.

This simple but remarkable principle accounts for why the Earth and all of the other planets are globes or spheres.

Soap bubbles are unusual for a number of reasons that should be carefully noted. They can act as prisms for light and can reflect almost any color in the spectrum. They are also among the thinnest objects to be found in nature. According to the seventeenth-century English physicist Sir Isaac Newton, at its thinnest point a soap bubble’s membrane measures no more than 1/2,500,000 of an inch thick!
MAKING YOUR OWN BUBBLE BLOWER AND BLOWING BUBBLES

In order to make and blow your own bubbles, you will need: a small mixing bowl or shallow pan, liquid detergent, a plastic funnel, a soda straw (12) or an old pipe, and scissors (1).

Pour enough water into the mixing bowl or pan so that it will be filled approximately one-half-inch deep.

Add a couple of strong squirts of liquid detergent.

Cut the end of a soda straw at an angle as illustrated above.

Now gently dip the cut end of the straw into the soapy solution.

Carefully blow through the other end of the straw. A soap bubble should slowly appear!

Using the mouth of the funnel or the bowl of an old pipe to collect the soap, you should be able to blow bubbles the same way.

If you want your soap bubbles to last longer, you can buy some glycerin at the drugstore and mix it in with the soap solution. Add just enough glycerin to make the solution feel sticky.

END